
Would vs Used To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

How __________ it be with him now?1. would

She was so __________ talking for the sake of the sound she made rather
than the impression she produced that her silvery ripple had become almost
as lacking in self-consciousness as the song of a canary.

2. used to

Mrs Griffith was extremely angry; she felt that she was being blamed most
unjustly, and, moreover, she was not __________ being blamed.
3.

used to

Yes, and you have turned it-and, if I might go on with the metaphor, the first
gust of passion or temptation has blown the leaf back again, and the old page
has been spread before you once more just as it __________ be.

4.

used to

With my cheeks burning slightly-I was not __________ waiting upon
women-I sought my saddle, and we cantered away.
5. used to

He was so __________ being snapped at that he reacted without thought.6. used to

I was quite __________ making ten thousand dollar bargains in a few
seconds of time and without the scratch of a pen.
7. used to

None of the grace and dignity of Ostend-poor Ostend as it __________ be.8. used to

I told him I __________ tell you.9. 'd

You're probably __________ reading the ordinary magazines that come
to the house, or newspapers or books.
10. used to

It __________ have been the better way.11. would

They __________n't let us do that.12. would

They're not __________ blood-letting, that's all.13. used to

I believe he __________ do anything for me.14. 'd

But I __________ never see his face again.15. would
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But I'm not __________ so much society, and I don't want to be any
hinderance.
16. used to

The company of Si or his father was not as all-sufficient and interesting as
it __________ be.
17.

used to

I __________ have him speak for her.18. 'd

As for Harry and Philip, they were well __________ being upon his back;
but when it came to Fred's turn, he prepared to mount with considerable
trepidation.

19. used to

In the year 1897 an attempt to explain mesmerism is not as necessary as
it __________ be.
20.

used to
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